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It had been a typical Thursday night at
Five Points for third-year advertising student
Andrew Norris.
After spending some time with friends
at Harper’s Restaurant followed by a few
drinks at Delaney’s, Norris decided to take
the short, usually well-traveled route back to
his apartment at 1900 Greene St., just a few
yards away from the bustle of Five Points. It
was about 1:45 a.m., and Norris was alone, but
this was a short and familiar walk back home.
However, just before reaching his front
door, he ran into unexpected peril when two

It’s finally here
South Carolina is just
one day away from
playing in its first SEC
Championship game
against Auburn.

See page 2B

strangers advanced on him from behind, one
of whom was carrying a gun.
“I don’t remember getting hit,” Norris
said. “I just remember I was walking and then
suddenly I was on the ground. I couldn’t see
what was happening, but they were grabbing
at my wallet, and I knew this wasn’t good, so
I just started yelling for help.”
According to the police report, 28-yearold Hakeem Marquis Davis hit Norris in
the face with a pistol, while 20-year-old
Solomon Zacheriah Smith stuck him with
his fists, knocking him to the ground. The
two attempted to rob him, but according to
Andrew, not five seconds had passed before
two Metro Region Columbia police officers,
who happened to be on patrol in a parking lot
CRIME ● 4A
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New VP: ‘Find something that sticks’
Communications
guru Lawrence
has major plans

See page 11A

This Shipp Has Sailed
New Year’s
resolutions
are rarely
kept. Here
are some
progressive
ones for our
politicians Emily
that are just Shipp
as unlikely. Third-year
English

See page 7A student
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At Oregon State
University, everything is
powered by orange.
It was a sav v y
marketing strategy that
increased the University’s
prestige nationally and
e v e nt u a l l y g a r n e r e d
an award for being
t he best social med ia
strategy in the country
f rom t he Cou ncil for
Advancement and
Support of Education.
It i nteg r ated photos,
Facebook, Twitter and
the OSU website into a
cohesive, user-friendly
platform.
Public relat ions
consu lt a nt M ichael
Stoner called it “the most
comprehensive university
social-marketing
c a mp a ig n t h at we’ve
seen to date,” a nd it s
brainchild was Luanne
L a w r e n c e , US C ’s
new vice president for
communications.
Wit h f ier y red hair
and trendy, chic fashion,
Lawrence is undoubtedly
USC ’s you nge st v ice
president. She came with

Mary Cathryn Armstrong
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Luanne Lawrence, USC’s new VP for communications, is a national award-winner.

Thomas Cooper
too loud during
exam week?
Try studying in
the Russell House.

Holiday Music Preview
B e t w e e n T. I .’s l a t e s t
and Michael Jackson’s
p o s t h u m o u s r e l e a s e,
Thad Moore picks the
albums you need to listen
to over break.

Online @
www.dailygamecock.com

First Gaga
class, now
Radiohead
Music school class
on alternative rock
band already full

NEWS EDITOR

Amber Rose breaks down
the best ways to create
an impress ensemble
for any of this season’s
events.

SINCE 1908

Safety issues have plagued Five Points this year.

Josh Dawsey

Holiday Fashion Guide

●

Robbery raises safety concerns
Student pistol-whipped while
walking home from Five Points
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The university union is promoting itself as the
“Russell House STUDY union” during exam week.
It will stay open until 3 a.m. for late night studying
next week and is offering a few special promotions.
On Monday night from 11 p.m. until 1 a.m., USC will
offer a free late-night breakfast in the Grand Market Place.
There will also be yoga and zumba classes, stress busters and
free massages from 10 p.m. until 3 a.m. Tuesday morning.
The Russell House will also offer free photocopying from 9
p.m. until 1 a.m. next week.
RH 205 will serve as a bean bag relaxation room for stress
relief.
— Compiled by News Editor Josh Dawsey

Ever since it first formed
in 1985, alternative English
rock band Radiohead has
been changing the face of
music with its innovative
ex per i ment at ion a nd
u n ique i nst r u ment a l
blends.
From “OK Computer”
to “Kid A,” the band has
garnered a large following
of fans from ever y
corner of the world and
certainly shows no signs of
stopping. And now for the
first time, USC students
c a n cha r t R ad iohead’s
mu sic a l jou r ne y f rom
beginning to end, as the
mu sic depa r t ment ha s
introduced its brand new
course, which will focus
strictly on Radiohead’s
impact on the music world.
The class, MUSC 113,
w i l l beg i n t h is spr i ng
a nd me et on Tue s d ay
nights from 5 to 7:45 p.m.
Greg St uart, a v isit ing
assistant professor in the
School of Music, will be
leading the class. Stuart
sa id t he meet ings w ill
be desig ned l i ke t wo
b a c k- t o - b a c k c l a s s e s
with a break in between.
L e c t u r e s , d i s c u s s ion s
and readings will be key
elements of the course,
but he also plans to bring
in several other types of
media such as recordings,
documentaries and music
v ideos to en ha nce t he
course. The course will
focus on examining all
of R a d iohe a d’s mu s ic
t h rough t he years a nd
exploring its methods and
messages.
But w it h a n end le s s
va r iet y of ba nds a nd
decades of music to choose
from, why teach a class on
Radiohead?
St uar t, who has also
taught courses in hip-hop
a nd t he work s of Bob
Dylan, said he has many
reasons for pick ing the
alternative giants.
“A lt hough I act ually
do really like Radiohead’s
music, I didn’t pick them
because I’m a super fan
or because I’ve been to all
their shows,” Stuart said.
“I chose t hem because
t hey ’ve been arou nd
for a while, and they’ve
RADIO ● 2A
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LGBT center makes progress
Students hope
to grow support
for proposed plan
Taylor Cheney
STAFF WRITER

SafeZone, an awareness
g roup for lesbia n, gay,
bisexual and transgender
indiv iduals, and USC’s
Mu lt ic u lt u r a l St udent
Affairs Committee have
completed the benchmark
procedures based on other
SEC schools’ budgeting
plans in forming a future
resource center for LGBT
students and are aiming to
spread campus support for
next semester.
The resou rce center,
which was proposed by

Student Government Sen.
Ben Mu ller on Nov. 3,
will provide educational
re sou rce s a nd t r a i ne d
counselors for students,
but a lack of appropriate
funding is hindering it.
Moore School of
Bu si ness Sen. Da n iel
Anthony is in support of
the center and hopes to
allocate enough resources
to promote t he LGBT
initiative. A nthony said
ot her SEC u n iversit ies
that have resource centers,
such as the University of
A labama, are behind in
their programs, which has
prompted USC to push for
it.
“As a member of Student
Government, I want to

promote campus safet y,
a n d t h i s i s d e f i n it e l y
o ne w a y of do i n g it ,”
A nt ho n y s a id i n S G ’s
meeting Wednesday night.
“There’s def initely not
enough resources, but it’s
something we’re looking
for.”
Anthony said with the
benchmark process over
with, the next step will be
“more formalities.”
“The president has to
sign off on it, and I don’t
see why he wouldn’t want
somet h i ng t h at wou ld
improve campus safety,”
Anthony said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

Art sale ends tonight
McMaster gallery introduces
new artists to community
Kathryn Kranjc
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USC a nd Colu mbia com mu n it y
members look ing for art at belowmarket prices can stop by the McMaster
College and Gallery at 1615 Senate St.
to check out original pieces by students
and faculty during the Art Department’s
annual holiday sale.
The sale opened yesterday and will
run again today from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Members of USC’s chapter of t he
National Art Education Association,
ceramics group, sculpture group and
printmaking group will be displaying
hundreds of pieces from jewelry to pop
art to functional ceramics, most ranging
in price between $10 to $60.
A c c or d i n g t o P r of e s s or of A r t
Education Cynthia Colbert , the sale
attracts a consistent number of holiday
shoppers each year.
“This is a great way to get involved in
the community, and it’s a lot of fun for
us and our students,” Colbert said. “It’s
something we look forward to every
year.”
Proceeds are usually divided evenly

between the individual artists and the
department. Some groups use the money
to send students to conferences, such as
the National Clay Conference and the
National Art Education Association’s
convention in Seattle. Proceeds will
also be used to fund visiting artists and
purchase equipment for the school.
Third-year ceramic student A llison
Brown earned $200 from selling her
pottery at last year’s sale.
“The artwork is fairly cheap since it’s
student work, so a lot of people come,
especially early in the day, to get the
best stuff for the best prices,” Brown
said. “It’s great to put student work out
there and to get that little bit of pocket
cash.”
Not only does the art sale support the
department and art students, but it also
allows beginning artists to showcase
their work to the public and their peers
and explore the possibilities in different
art forms.
“It heightens awareness for the beauty
and appreciation of art,” Masters studio
ceramics student Suzette Hollins said.
“It gives us as artists the opportunity to
see what different groups are up to and
what the faculty is doing.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
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an impressive pedigree, a record for
change and a $230,000 annual salary,
which puts her in the top-25 of highest
pa id employees at t he Un iversit y
according to state records. It’s the most
USC has ever paid a communications
specialist.
The position was created in 2009
and held by Charles
Bierbauer on an
i nter i m b a si s. T he
University previously
had an associate
v ice pre sident for
commu nicat ions,
and President Harris
Past ides is quick to
LAWRENCE note he didn’t create an
entirely new position.
“ I wou ld n’t wa nt
your readers to think that,” he said.
In this era, it’s vitally important
for the University to promote itself
through Facebook, Twitter and other
means, Pastides said.
“The outstanding work being done at
Carolina will not have its high impact
if we don’t communicate our message
effectively and to a large audience,”
Pastides said.
Lawrence is admittedly fascinated
with Facebook. She’s on her smart
phone constantly. Because her family
hasn’t moved from Oregon yet, she
Skypes with them every night at dinner.
She rarely doesn’t return an e-mail or
phone call within an hour.
“My policy is you return every phone
call and every e-mail, even if you don’t
have an answer then,” she said. “It’s just
respectful.”
Lawrence just might change how
people see USC.
At OSU, she brought together a
fragmented staff, said Mark Floyd , a
current media relations professional
t here. He pra ised her c reat iv it y,
innovativeness and sense of humor.
“We have a lot of good, talented
people working in advancement,” Floyd

said. “What she did was provide some
cohesiveness to what we were doing.”
At USC, Lawrence is now responsible
for marketing, media relations, Web
communications and publications, and
she wants to make change quickly.
First, Lawrence said you have to be
known for something. USC needs to
decide how it wants to market itself,
looking for three or four special traits
it can really emphasize. Sure, you want
qualit y work at ever y level of your
institution. But people need to have a
few special superlatives in their brains.
“You have to find something that
sticks,” Lawrence said.
She’s also interested in branding.
Currently, the logos of certain schools
don’t match. For example, the Darla
Moore School of Business has an
entirely separate design. That will
be changed soon. Lawrence is also
determined to ensure USC uses the
same shade of garnet across campus.
She’s hoping to attract more national
med ia to USC . I n t he upcom i ng
months, her communications team will
devise a plan to market the University
nationally.
Local coverage is important, too.
She sat down with editorial boards
across the state. There, she’s admitted
the University’s previous failures with
Innovista and admitted the previous
negative coverage was justified.
“But I’ve told them we’re changing
that, and it’s becoming successful now,”
she said. “I believe in admitting your
mistakes when you make them.”
So far, she loves South Carolina and
the hospitality. There’s an allure to the
warm weather, as she recently Tweeted
and posted on Facebook. For the fi rst
time in years, she might get a tan.
One aspect, though, isn’t so great.
“ H UG E Pa l me t t o Bu g o n m y
BR Ceiling,” she Tweeted in midNovember. “Help. Gulp.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

Stuart said if the course
RADIO ● Continued from 1A limit, it fi lled up quickly
when class registration is successful in the spring,
always had a real depth began. Stuart said he only he will most likely bring
to t heir material. But hopes t hat t hose who it back again for another
more importantly, you signed up don’t expect semester, perhaps even
can see a metamorphosis the weekly meetings to changing the course topic
in their work that poses be simply a “cheerleader” to another band.
“The way we designed
i ntere st i ng que st ion s course.
“This is not a course t he cou rse a l lows for
about t he relat ionship
between artists and the j u s t f o r b e i n g a f a n us to propose different
music business or t he or t a l k i ng about how topics rather than simply
awesome Thom Yorke is. using Radiohead ever y
audience.”
T he c ou r s e , w h ic h It’s designed to look at single t ime. We could
St uart developed wit h how the group functions do a course on popular
USC’s School of Music, as a model of music,” f o r m s o f e l e c t r o n i c
was largely overshadowed Stuart said. “The biggest m u s i c o r a n y t h i n g
w h e n n e w s b r o k e problem is running into t hat is i ntere st i ng or
a b o u t t h e s o c i o l o g y students who think it’s contemporar y,” St uart
department’s new Lady all about lobbing praise at said.
Gaga class earlier this the band, when it’s really
semester. That, however, ab out lo ok i n g at t he
did not keep interest in material with a critical
the class from spreading, eye to see what’s really Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
and with only a 30-person going on here.”
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The McMaster College and Gallery art sale displays original pieces by students and
faculty. The art prices range from $10 to $60 and is open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. today.

Transfer a prescription

IVL
YOU COULD WIN!!
Transfer any prescription you normally pick up at an
off-campus pharmacy (in any state!) to the campus
pharmacy this semester and you will be entered in a
drawing for a

SanDisk Sansa 8GB MP3
player

*One winner will be
selected each month,
August through
December. www.sa.sc.edu/shs

(803)777-4890
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Obama honors USC research professor
Outten wins presidential award
for scientists, engineers
Kathryn Kranjc

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

In 1993, former President Bill Clinton
commissioned the National Science and
Technology Council. Since 1996 , the
U.S. government has been honoring the
nation’s most promising new researchers
a nd i n novators each yea r w it h t he
Presidential Early Career Award for
Scientists and Engineers.
This year, one of USC’s own assistant
professors was named among the 85
recipients of this prestigious award to
be honored in Washington, D.C., for
t heir scient if ic contribut ions to t he
improvement of society.
Caryn Outten, an assistant professor
and researcher in the department of
chem ist r y a nd biochem ist r y in t he
Col lege of A r t s a nd Sc iences , wa s
nominated by the National Institute of
Health, one of the 11 national agencies
involved in the PECASE program, for
her studies of oxidative stress in the
cell and t he protect ive mechanisms
of the mitochondria. This research,
which Outten began working on when
she arrived at USC five years ago, is
a continuation of her post-doctorate
interests at Johns Hopkins University
a nd i nvolves mon itor i ng t he redox
processes in baker’s yeast cells, simple
eukaryotes similar to human cells.
According to Outten, studying how the
cell handles oxidative stress is important
to understanding conditions such as
cancer, neurodegenerative diseases and
even aging.
“We’re tr ying to understand what
happens in normal cells under normal
cond it ions because t here a re some
f u ndamental quest ions about redox
reactions in the cell that haven’t been
answered yet,” Outten said. “If we can
CRIME ● Continued from 1A
across the street, arrived
on the scene and sent the
attackers running south

understand the way things should work
and then take a disease where the process
is disrupted, then we can understand
how to fi x it.”
Outten’s research was federally funded
by the NIH and depended greatly on
t he work of bot h her g raduate a nd
undergraduate team assistants. She said
Jingjing Hu , a May 2010 chemist r y
graduate of the College of A rts and
Sciences , has been especially helpful
throughout the process.
So far, Outten has published eight
papers on her research and presented her
results at scientific meetings in the U.S.
and at conferences in Germany, Italy and
Japan. As a professional scientist working
to obtain research grants in a struggling
economy, as well as a professor, wife and
mother of two, Outten said she never
imagined that her unpredictable career
in research would take her this far.
“You can never plan how research
goes; we just ask questions, use whatever
technique works and run with it,” Outten
said. “The best part of this career is
looking at a problem that no one else
has looked at before and trying to solve
it in a certain way. It’s a cool feeling to
know you’ve answered this question that
people have been wondering about for a
while.”
Fo r a l l s t u d e nt s w h o m i g ht b e
interested in getting involved in research,
O ut ten recom mends look i ng for
opportunities with advisers as early as the
undergraduate years. She said learning
t he techniques for troubleshoot ing,
exercising common sense outside the
classroom setting and having persistence
and good judgment are fundamental for
eventually producing successful work.
“It can be really frustrating at times,
but once you get funded and start getting
good results and publish a few good
papers, it really makes up for the slumps,”
Outten said. “You just can’t get scared.”
In two weeks, Outten will travel to

dow n G r e e ne St re et ,
Davis dropping his pistol.
A f ter check i ng t hat
Nor r is wa s OK , t he
officers were soon joined

by USCPD and Columbia
police, who immediately
set up a perimeter. Within
m i nutes, Dav is was
caught on the 1800 block

Courtesy of Caryn Outten

Outten was honored in Washington, D.C., after being nominated for the PECASE award.
Washington, D.C., with her family for
the award ceremony and a photo op
at the White House, where President
Barack Obama may make an appearance
to congratulate the scientists. W hile
greatly looking forward to the award
and the achievement that it signifies,
Outten is equally excited simply at the
opportunity to take her husband and
children (5-year-old Bryce and 3-year-

of Greene Street, followed
short ly by Smit h, who
was hiding under a car.
Both were arrested and
charged with attempted
armed robbery, and Davis
was additionally charged
with unlawful carrying of
a pistol and possession of
a weapon during violent
crime.
According to a series
of c r i me r e p or t s a nd
press releases f rom
t h e C o l u m b i a Po l i c e
Department, crimes such
as t hese have been far
from uncommon this year,
even on supposedly safe
and well-traveled routes
such as Greene Street.
USCPD a n nou nced
a g e ner a l i nc re a s e i n
criminal activity in the
Fi ve Poi nt s a re a t h i s
year, some of which may

old Lyla) with her to Washington.
“I’ve never seen the W hite House
before, and it will be all decorated for
Christmas,” Outten said with a smile.
“It’ll defi nitely be fun.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

be gang-related. It also
issued an ongoing alert
f or i nc r e a s e d ve h ic le
break-ins.
Prior to this semester,
C olu mbi a Pol ic e h ad
been investigating t wo
shoot ings result ing in
i nju r y, one i n M ay at
2100 Green, a block west
of Nor r is’ apa r t ment ,
and another in June at
the 700 block of Harden
St reet . I n September,
USCPD responded to
reports of gunshots, an
a r med robber y at t he
intersection of Pickens
and Greene streets and
a repor t of suspicious
a c t i v it y o n He y w a r d
S t r e e t . I n O c t o b e r,
police made an arrest for
burglary and larceny on
Harden, two blocks south
of Norris’, and launched

an investigation for a the
murder of a 26-year-old
man that occurred just
a few block s nort h on
Walnut Street. This past
month, Columbia police
have been investigating
a s er ie s of s i x a r me d
robberies, one of which
o cc u r red at Un ited 4
Corners on Harden.
This semester, USCPD
issued a safet y bulletin
noting that most of these
incidents have occurred
af ter 1 a.m., adv isi ng
students to use extreme
caution after this time.
They also have advised
students against taking
shortcuts and travelling
alone or in small groups,
as most victims of violent
crime were reported being
either alone or with only
a few other people at the
time of attack.
Considering the level
of crime surrounding his
residence, Andrew Norris
counts himself lucky for
having survived his ordeal
with little more than a
scraped knee, some bad
bruises and a swollen lip.
He won’t have to testify
in court since of f icers
witnessed the assault, and
his attackers never even
got to his wallet before
p ol ice a r r ived on t he
scene — his back pocket
where he had kept it was
but t one d s hut . He i s
grateful to the officers
who were quick to help
him, and said he is now
beg i n n i ng to not ice
more officers patrolling
t he Greene St reet and
the Five Points area (An
acc u r ate ob ser vat ion ,
since Columbia Police
r e c e nt l y d e p lo y e d 35
additional patrol vehicles,
according to a recent press
conference).
“The police are doing
an excellent job,” Norris
said. “A lot of people think
they’re hanging around
Five Points just tr ying
to get kids in trouble for
drinking, but their job is
to keep us safe. I feel like
they’re trying their best
to do that.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

It seems like just yesterday when I was handed
the reins of The Daily Gamecock as editor-inchief. Armed with journalistic integrity, a knack
for noticing comma errors and extreme passion
for this publication, I was a little nervous but ready
to take charge. Little did I know I was in for the
ride of my collegiate career thus far. My time at
The Daily Gamecock has really flown by — much
faster than I would have liked it to.
During my time as editor-in-chief, I’ve learned
more about myself and the journalism world than
I ever could have elsewhere. This year has been a
roller coaster ride, filled with many highs and just
as many lows, and I’m so thankful for
everything God has blessed me with.
I’ve also discovered just how much
I love this University (and how much
I will miss it when I graduate in May).
From the students who work tirelessly
Kara Apel
to produce The Daily Gamecock,
Editor-in-Chief
to the baseball stars who brought
home USC’s first national championship in a
major sport, there are so many people who make
Carolina such a great place to be.
USC students, faculty and staff: Thank you
for allowing me to serve you as editor-in-chief
this semester. I hope, during my time here, we’ve
produced newspapers that have engaged you
intellectually, made you question what’s going on
around you and even, on occasion, laugh. Next
semester, I hope you continue to turn to The
Daily Gamecock for the latest in campus news,
sports and entertainment.
And, just because I can: USC spent $14,000 to
renovate a fountain? Really?

Homeless commonly stereotyped,
structural problems to blame
A USC student does not have to stray
far from campus to witness firsthand the
problem of homelessness in Columbia.
It may not be an issue that the average
student spends much time considering,
but the clear prevalence of homelessness
in our community makes it a difficult
problem to deny. Howe ver, m a ny
students continue to remain misinformed
about homelessness and the nature of the
homeless population. Surely this is due
in large part to stock comments that
ceaselessly infiltrate discussions about
homelessness, such as “Why should I
use my hard-earned money to help lazy
people who won’t work?” and “What’s
the point of helping people who are
crazy or addicted to drugs any way?”
We should reject these common claims,
not because we have bleeding hearts
and abundant doses of compassion, but
because research and investigation show
us that they simply are not true.
The media’s portrayal of a homeless
individual is usually a frightening, grisly
looking person who is either high on
drugs or talking to him or herself. The
idea that most homeless people are either
“crazy,” addicted to drugs or both is
inaccurate. The homeless people we see
talking to themselves or high on drugs are
more likely to stand out to us, so we tend
to overestimate their prevalence. In other
words, one homeless man screaming or
talking to himself is much more likely
to be remembered than any number of
homeless people walking quietly amid a
crowd. Based on a count from January
2009, 1,368 homeless individuals were
identified in the 14-county Midlands

region. Eleven percent of this group
identified themselves as suffering from
mental illness; 16 percent identified
themselves as having a chronic substance
abuse problem. Clearly, these numbers
are a far cry from the majority.
A s a soc iet y, we t y pic a l ly poi nt
to individual characteristics, such as
supposed laziness, as the primary reasons
for why a person is homeless. This
often means that underlying structural
problems go ignored. Homelessness can
be compared to a game of musical chairs.
Personal characteristics may contribute
to why the “loser” doesn’t reach a chair,
but ultimately the game is set up so that
someone will fail. Individual weaknesses
may be addressed, but until the structure
of the game changes, there will still be
people left without chairs. One such
structural problem is a lack of affordable
housing. According to Dr. Bret Kloos,
profe s sor of t he Homele s sne s s i n
Columbia class at USC, in order to
afford a one-bedroom apartment in
Columbia at the fair market rent rate, a
person would have to work no less than
79 hours a week at minimum wage. Many
homeless people do have jobs; their jobs
just don’t pay enough for housing. And
many homeless people want to work;
they just can’t find jobs in this economy.
While it may be difficult to rid our
minds of common misconceptions, it is
crucial that we try. If we remain skeptical
ab out t he n at u re of t he homele s s
population and find it hard to dismiss
stereotypes, perhaps the best thing we
can do for them would be to do some
investigation for ourselves.
Emily Gunn
Second-year English student

New Year’s resolutions for our politicians
Congress should think green, cease
Bush tax cuts, seek bipartisanship
It’s almost that time again, folks. New Year’s
is less than a month away. Those who follow the
Gregorian calendar are preparing to recognize
another revolution around the sun and make
personal promises. But globally, what resolutions
are really crucial this coming year? Though in
reality, Congress is doomed to be gridlocked
thanks to the Republican victory in midterm
elections, if I could play the nondenominational
angel on the shoulders of politicians, they might
hear suggestions like these:
1. Prepare for and support resilient and
exponential technological growth. Climate
change is inevitable and, as of now, it is a crisis.
Yes, Copenhagen was an embarrassing failure,
but there is hope for the UN-sponsored world
climate meeting, the 17th Conference of the
Parties, in South Africa in 2011. Green is the
future. Many rapidly developing nations are
aware their progress needs to be climate-ready,
and their growth must take the environment

into account, but the U.S. government has yet
to seem concerned about the sustainable quality
of its own interests. Put it this way: Based on
the criteria of Green Industry projects tracked
by Conway Data New Plant Database (from
January 2008 - March 2010) and
the number of LEED Certified
projects per nation (starting May
10, 2010), Canada is number
one, China is number three and
America doesn’t even make the
top ten.
2. Do not extend the Bush tax
Emily
cuts
for the upper income bracket
Shipp
of Americans. We cannot justify
Third-year
English student
broadening the income gap at this
point in our economic history,
and with a projected unemployment rate at
about 9 percent at the end of 2011 according to
the Congressional Budget Office, that money is
much better put to work in favor of those with
low incomes. Substantial job creation will not
happen solely out of the pockets of the filthy
rich, so I am sorry to the approximately 5 percent
of Americans that this directly affects. Take one

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length and
clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must conform
to the legal standards of USC Student
Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail gamecockopinions@sc.edu and we will print
the correction in our next issue.

Brendan Croom
First-year mechanical
engineering student

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate discussion
in the Unive r sit y of South Ca rolina
community. All published authors are
expected to provide logical arguments to
back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourage s
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

for Team America; your second yacht will have
to wait.
3. Solid bipartisanship needs to become a
reality when it comes to progressive ideas. For
example, pass New START. It’s not perfect,
but it’s progress. Just because Obama presented
the treaty doesn’t mean you have to be party
poopers. Now, if only Republicans had any idea
how to be progressive, this wouldn’t be such an
issue.
4. Dream the impossible DREA M! The
DREAM Act, if passed, will allow for youthful
illegals to gain citizenship by either joining
the armed forces for two years or fulfilling a
minimum of two years in higher education .
A merica needs to expand t he number of
skilled immigrants it allows in and keeps. The
evolving globalized world should not be run by
nationalism, but by individually qualified people.
5. And fi nally, for you citizens — tick, tock!
Americans, the clock is always running but the
time for change is now, and our politicians need
the support and activism of we citizens. We
cannot stay sedentary and hope and pray — it’s
time to make resolutions that matter.

In his Dec. 1 opinion
c o l u m n “A m e r i c a
should join world state,”
Ryan Quinn was right
to suggest t hat t he
world’s g o v e r n me nt s
could improve
w it h internat ional
cooper at ion , but wa s
wrong to propose that a
world government could
bring world peace and
fair governance.
Of course, a unified
st ate of fers obv iou s
benef it s. E conom ic
u n it y of t e n le a d s t o
g r e a t e r p r o s p e r i t y,
and a world under one
government would likely
foster more a m ic able
relat ions across t he
globe. But such a utopian
vision is unfeasible and
impractical.
First, for the world to
unify, cooperation would
already have to ex ist.
A nd t h is prerequ isite
will never be achieved.
Do you really t hink
Israel will ever normalize
relat ion s w it h I ra n,
whose hardliner president
promises to wipe Israel
off the face of the Earth?
Do you ever think
China will reconcile its
differences with Tibet
a nd t he Da la i La ma?
Or Nor t h Korea stop
bombing South Korea?
A world composed of
so many fiercely proud
nationalities can never
peacefully unite.
Even then, if the world
shed all political divisions,
a w o r l d g o v e r n m e nt
could never effectively
o p e r at e . I f A me r ic a ,
a cou nt r y w it h t wo
political parties, suffers
f rom gover n ment al
paralysis, how would a
world with thousands of
parties operate? No party
could ever hope to win
a majority, let alone pass
effective legislation. The
world’s parliament would
be interminably hung,
and incessant bickering
would produce the world’s
wor st ju r ispr udent ia l
disaster ever.
The closest t h ing
we have to a world
government is t he
United Nations.
T h i s org a n i z at ion i s
notoriously impotent,
and not hing ever gets
done. The UN’s General
A ssembly has pledged
to el i m i nate pover t y,
erad icate hu nger a nd
curb climate change, but
it can never commit itself
with concrete, binding
plans. It is likely that a
unified world would fi nd
itself similarly bogged
down, falling well short
of its lofty intentions.
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CHECKER YELLOW CAB

“I am serious and don’t call me ‘Shirley.’”
— Leslie Nielsen in “Airplane!”
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Holidays show off class
Cocktail dresses,
oversized sweaters key
to wintry ensembles
Amber Rose

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

December is here a nd t hat
m e a n s it ’s t i m e f o r h o l i d a y
g at her i ng s: co c k t a i l p a r t ie s ,
d i n n e r p a r t i e s , f a m i l y g e ttogethers and more. You don’t
want to show up in that same old
holiday sweater, unless of course
that’s the theme of the party. If
you want to make a statement
w it h your look, t hen here are
some elements to get you started
and looking stylish.
First you need an item to base
your ensemble around. Here are
several options to choose from:
cocktail dress, oversized sweater,
even a high waisted wide-leg pant.
If you pick a cocktail dress, either
go classically black with your dress
and load up on the accessories, or
pick a pop color like purple or red
to go with the holiday season. If
you pick the color pop, let your
hue do t he talk ing instead of
loading up on accessories. That’s
not to say you can’t pick a detail
such as lace, which has heated up
recent runway shows.
If you are more comfortable
s t i c k i n g w it h a s w e a t e r f o r
those chilly December nights,
then pick one in a color such as
charcoal grey, camel — the new
“it” color — or black. To add
defining details to your outfit,
sling on a cute sk in ny belt in
a bright color or print or even
add embellishments like st uds
or glitter. Wide belts in a patent
leather or with buckle detailing
are another fabulous choice. If you
go with the high-waisted, wide-

leg pant fad, which t ranslates
directly from the menswear trend
of this season, pair a cute silky top
tucked into your trousers. With
this option, no belt is necessary;
instead, look for detailing such as
buttons or some sparkle.
Secondly, you have to have a
killer statement piece to make it
memorable. It’s hard to go wrong
wit h leat her. The new leat her
piece on everyone’s list is leather
leggings. Don’t get me wrong,
t hese are not to be worn wit h
just any top, but instead would
fit perfectly under an oversized
sweater or a cute sweater dress.
Another way to put a little leather
i n you r look is to pa i r some
leather knee-high boots in a black
or brown tone with a tasteful skirt
or over a pair of tights or jeans.
An easy-to-throw-on piece that’s
perfect for warmth and huge this
season is the leather jacket with
shearling lining.
L a s t l y, y o u h a v e t o h a v e
t hat statement bag. A n
architectural clutch in
a bold metallic such as
gold or silver is perfect
for parties.
To t o p o f f y o u r
holiday ensemble,
p ic k a c o o r d i n at i n g
makeup st yle. A black
c at e y e l o o k w it h a
liquid black liner will
never let you down. A
trend of the last year was
to pick a bold lip, paired
with subtle makeup. To
pull off this trend, pick a
lipstick in a fuchsia or classic
red hue based on the rest
of your outfit. Using gold
or emerald shadow for a
pop of color is universally
f lattering. Simply begin
w it h a complement ing

liner, brush your shadow up to
the crease of the eyelid, brush
some underneath the eye and top
off with t wo coats of mascara.
Metallic shadows say holiday chic
and will top off any outfit easily.
So pick wisely and start t he
hol iday season r ight ; ‘t is t he
season to be stylish.

Aaron Jenkins

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

“True Grit”
After indulging their esoteric sensibilities in last
year’s oddball drama “A Serious Man” and 2008’s
“Burn After Reading,” it’s time for Joel and Ethan
Coen to hop back into the proverbial saddle of more
traditional cinema with “True Grit.” The 1800s-era
Western follows a 14-year-old girl named Mattie Ross
(Hailee Steinfeld) as she recruits a one-eyed marshal
named “Rooster” Cogburn (Jeff Bridges) to hunt down
and kill the man who murdered her father. The trailer
showcases breathtaking cinematography and the
actors’ uncanny ability to fire off the Coen brothers’
witty dialogue. Look for “True Grit” to be an intense,
smart and well-acted tale of revenge.

“Black Swan”
At first glance, a film starring Natalie Portman as a
ballerina in New York doesn’t seem too intriguing. But
throw in the darkly surreal qualities of director Darren
Aronofsky (“Requiem for a Dream,” “The Wrestler”)
and the result is a psychological thriller fi lled with
disturbing sexual imagery and body horror. Portman’s
performance already appears to have some of the
largest range of any film this winter and Aronofsky’s
direction promises to be spastic in its attempts to keep
up with her character’s decaying life. Master composer
Clint Mansell also lends a chillingly beautiful score
inspired by ballet music. Those without an interest in
unconventional horror might want to avoid this one,
but it is certain to impress and unsettle.

“TRON: Legacy”
In a time where virtually all major Hollywood
releases contain millions of dollars in computer
generated imagery, for Disney to create a sequel to

The SEC Championship game
No, it do e s n’t h ave a ny t h i ng to do w it h
entertainment, but what else have you been thinking
about this week? Finals? Don’t make us laugh.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Victoria’s Secret
ret
Fashion Show
We o n l y w at c h e d it
b e c au s e w
wee lo v e K at y
Perry. Promise.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

Jason DeCrow / AP Exchange

Eminem leads Grammy nominations
He’s not afraid / To win awards / Everybody, come
on and vote.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

Wish list-worthy winter films
Westerns, ballerinas, virtual reality top
this season’s most anticipated offerings

The Mix’s breakdown of everything
you need to know about this week
in entertainment

“Social Network” wins NBR
R
The film received honors from the
Nat ional Board of Rev iew for Best
Picture, Director, Actor and Adapted
Screenplay. Not too shabby of a way to
start off the awards season.

one of the fi rst films to ever feature said technology
is a bit strange. Even so, “TRON: Legacy” is fi nally
set to drop in all its 3D IMAX glory. Although the
acting and plot both seem a bit mediocre, the visuals
and fast-paced camera work promise a great action
blockbuster. Virtual reality has never looked quite
so cool as it does in “TRON: Legacy” (or sounded as
cool, if Daft Punk’s score has anything to say about it).

J
James
Franco,
Anne Hathaway
to host Oscars
No offense to A lec
Baldwin or Steve
Mart in, but t his will
be one hot awards
ceremony.

“The Fighter”
Not since the low-budget thriller “The Machinist”
has Christian Bale so dramatically altered his physical
appearance for a role. This time, he plays the drugaddicted brother of real life boxer Micky Ward (Mark
Wahlberg), as the film follows Ward’s struggles in the
ring and in his family life. The film looks like a very
commercial true story, but the excellent cast, as well
as David O. Russell’s direction, will likely embrace
that style of film rather than pander to its cliches. And
it has director Spike Jonze’s seal of approval, if that
means anything to you.

“127 Hours”
This film won acclaim when it opened several
weeks ago in a limited engagement in New York and
Los Angeles, and it is now slowly expanding its way
across the U.S. Director Danny Boyle (“Slumdog
Millionaire” ) recounts the true story of mountain
climber Aron Ralston ( James Franco), who had his
arm trapped under a boulder in a canyon for days
before amputating the arm to free himself. Despite
its seemingly morbid plot, the film is said to attain a
surprising emotional range by continually flashing
back to tell about the main character’s life. The camera
work features all the style and lush color that Boyle is
known for. “127 Hours” has been the talk of just about
every film festival it’s been presented at. If it reaches a
theater near you over the break, don’t hesitate to see it.

Evan Agostini / AP Exchange

Leslie Nielsen dies
Su rely, you ca n’t be
serious.

Courtesy of AP Exchange

Rupert Murdoch considers royal
wedding in 3D
Because those crown jewels are too awesome
for two dimensions.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

‘Hobbit’ also going to be 3D
Martin S
Scor
cor se se m ay s ay 3D i s
“rethinking cinema,” but we just think
Peter Jackson is trying to find excuses to
make “The Hobbit” take longer to film.

Courtesy of AP Exchange

Ballet is the stage of mental instability in “Black Swan.”

Courtesy of AP Exchange

James Franco is caught in a tough spot in “127 Hours.”

— Compiled by The Mix Staff
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Bunny and Ravy ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene

USC

CALENDAR
WHAT: Karen Scott
WHEN: 9 a.m.
WHERE: Rutledge
Chapel
WHAT: SAPE Community
Service Workshop
WHEN: 9 a.m.
WHERE: Russell House
309
WHAT: Campus
MovieFest information
table
WHEN: 10 a.m.
WHERE: RH Lobby

PICTURE OF THE DAY
TRANS-SIBERIAN ORCHESTRA
8 P.M., $25 TO $57
COLONIAL LIFE ARENA,
801 LINCOLN ST.

Charity Hulan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The University of South Carolina’s Jewish Life on Campus organization
celebrated the ﬁrst night of Hanukkah Wednesday evening.

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

ARIES Creative ideas
abound today. You get new
concepts from everyone you
meet. Challenge yourself to
move some of these ideas
into action now.

d if ferent way s to solve
problems. Think it through
log ically a nd develop
options before you begin.
Then, share the plan with
the team.

arrives on the doorstep,
needing assistance.
A lt h o u g h u n e x p e c t e d ,
you can dance w it h t he
circumstance. Give them
what they need.

TAURUS Stick to
your schedule today. Draw
the threads together and
approach completion on a
project. Wrap this one up
and save creative ideas for
later.

VIRGO Think up fun
ways to grow relationships.
A few chores may sneak onto
the list but not too many.
Devote time to simply enjoy
time together.

CAPRICORN Pay
extra attention to physical
activities today. To avoid
injury, pay attention to the
terrain. That said, today
can be wildly fun and even
creative.

GEM INI

New
possibilities for creative
thoughts and action abound.
Luck is with you as you
make decisions, even though
you can’t explain how you
did it.

CANCER You attract
change like a magnet. To
handle the ramifications,
keep an open, creative mind
and allow others to control
their own destiny.
LEO Your talents suggest

LIBRA You’re learning
w it h g reat ent hu sia sm.
Intelligent activity revolves
a rou nd you r abi l it y to
recreate what you’ve learned
in words others can use.
SCORPIO Someone in
the house could use some
tender loving care. As you
provide it, create optimism
and pass out single-player
games. Time for rest is
essential.
SAGIT TA R IUS
Someone outside the family

AQUARIUSYourmind
goes in several directions to
implement fanciful ideas for
group activities. Enthusiasm
draws ever yone into the
design process. Have fun
with it!
PISCES Mary Poppins
said, “a spoonful of sugar
ma kes t he med ici ne go
down.” You see her wisdom
as you try to handle difficult
news. Express compassion in
private.

12/3/10

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
d
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
Stu
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

Solution from 12/2/10

Today’s Solution:

TODAY

TOMORROW

WALE/SAVOY
7 p.m., $20
The Brightsound
Bassment, 1800 Blanding
St.

R E L I E N T K ( A C O U S T I C ),
SHERWOOD, DEAS VAIL
$15 advance / $17 day of
show
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

SCENE SC PRESENTS: VALLEY
MAKER (AUSTIN CR ANE),
THE INTERNET, AMERICAN
GUN, THE RESTOR ATION,
CALCULATOR
7:30 p.m., $10
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

Crossword

“MAO’S LAST DANCER”
3, 5:30 and 8 p.m., $5.50
matinee, $6.50 evening
Nickelodeon Theatre,
937 Main St.

WHAT: International Bible
Study
WHEN: 1 p.m.
WHERE: BA 582
WHAT: Alcohol Policy
Workshops
WHEN: 4 p.m.
WHERE: RH 304
WHAT: The Navigators
Bible Study
WHEN: 2 p.m.
WHERE: RH 309
WHAT: Cocktails Winter
Concert
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: Gambrell 153
WHAT: Carolina After
Dark
WHEN: 10 p.m.
WHERE: Russell House

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

12/3/10

Brought to you by:

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
d
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
Stu
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

Across
1 Mr. or Mrs.
5 Furtive message
11 New Deal prog.
14 Toon predator __
E. Coyote
15 First pro team to
play on artiﬁcial turf
16 Used to be
17 Challenges for an
interviewee
20 Serious religious
dissents
21 Elite Eight org.
22 Trinidad’s partner
24 Digital greeting
25 Not even close
30 __ the ﬁnish
31 Seventh of eight,
now
32 Japanese drama
33 Bar shot
34 “May I help you?”
37 Neptune, for one
39 It may be raw
40 Journalism bigwig
44 Goof
45 Kind of will or trust
46 Greek vowel
47 “If you ask me ...”
51 Deﬁed tradition
55 Spy novelist
Deighton
56 It’s attractive
57 Earthenware pot
58 Big name in ice
cream
59 Church councils
60 Fix up
Down
1 Hole-making tool
2 Many a Britannica
article
3 Mindless chatter
4 Reacted to giving out
too many cards
5 Constituted from
6 ABA honoriﬁcs
7 Case in a purse,
perhaps
8 Elder or alder
9 Trunk growth
10 D.C. setting
11 Like some accidents
12 Joan of “Knots
Landing”
13 Longtime Syrian
ruling family name
18 Consequently
19 Pizarro victims
22 Womb-mate

23 Vintner’s Solution for 12/2/10
preﬁx
24 Outback
critter
26 Yeasts,
e.g.
27 Eighttime British
Open host
town
28 Greek
leader?
29 M.D.’s
specialty
33 Show
signs of age,
as a roof
34 1950s
53 Passé
Niners Hall of Fame
54 Cultural Revolution
quarterback
leader
35 Harrow rival
36 Puppeteer Tony
37 Weasel
38 Listening device
39 ÷ follower
40 Tied in the harbor
Today’s Solution:
41 1963 Burton role
42 Picks
43 “Mon __!”: Poirot
exclamation
44 Book read by
millions
47 Traveling
48 Communicate
digitally?
49 “Pay __ mind!”
50 Get rid of
52 Magnesium has two
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

Announcements

Help Wanted

Apartments

Help Wanted
Instructors

1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com

Housing-Rent

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
•

Major credit cards accepted

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm

•

Russell House, Rm. 343

Help Wanted
Instructors

Help Wanted
Restaurants
MOBILE WAITERS NEEDED PT/FT
Flex sched, average $40-$50/3-5/hr
shift. Must have your own vehicle,
clean driving record & cell phone.
Apply at www.d-d-i.com or call
888-334-9675 ext. 1

Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804

TEAPOT CHINESE RESTAURANT
Now hiring cashiers & delivery
drivers. Good Tips! Flexible hrs.
920-4975

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy Test.
Call Birthright 765-0165

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com
800-867-5018

EXPERIENCED PERSONAL
TRAINERS NEEDED.
Located 5 minutes from campus.
PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for info.

600 Kentucky St - 2BR 1BA house in
Olympia. w/d. $750+dep 319-8343.

Help Wanted
Busy Allergist office seeks bright,
hardworking, ethical students to work
FT/PT for one year. We have both
clinical and business positions
available. Excellent opportunity for
those interested in applying to medical
and/or graduate school. We can
provide hands on clinical experience.
Only those with excellent academic
records (GPA 3.6 or higher) and
references need apply. Email resume
with dates available to being work to:
palmettoallergya@bellsouth.net

BARTENDING $250/day No exp
nec available 800-965-6520 x253

SGTV

Kelly’s Gym is looking for teachers for
gymnastics & sports for children
immediately. $8.50/hr Call 359-0433

100%
gamecock tv
all day

everyday.

N
WHY LAKEEM JACKSO
IS A BALLER

For Students. By Students.

NEVER HAVE I EVER...
ACT LIKE
YOU GREEN IT

BACK TO THE

4

FUTOUR
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AT LONG LAST
Carolina’s 19-year wait
for SEC title game
draws to close
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

I

N TWELVE YEARS as
the commissioner of the
Southeastern Conference,
Roy F. Kramer forever altered
the course of collegiate football
history not once, but twice.
H i s second c reat ion , t he
Bowl Championship Series, is
an institution millions detest
a nd protest ever y year w it h
stel lar f requenc y. However,
his first innovation, the SEC
Championship Game, is one
that has over time grown to be
almost universally accepted and
heralded.
Th is isn’t about t he BCS,
but rather about the SECCG,
as t he game has come to be
abbreviated by. The 19th edition
will be played tomorrow, but
to properly u nder st a nd t he
sig nif icance of t he matchup
between the Auburn University
Tigers and the Universit y of
South Carolina Gamecocks, it
is best to start at the beginning.
Kramer took office in 1990,
and w it hin seven mont hs of
becom ing com m issioner, he
forever changed t he leag ue,
ex pa nd i ng it f rom 10 to 12
members with the additions of
Arkansas and South Carolina.
The move to a dozen teams
seems at fi rst glance like simple
arithmetic to get bigger, but it
wasn’t. By getting his conference
to 12 members, K ramer was
able to divide the league into
two divisions and, utilizing a
then-little known loophole in
t he NC A A bylaws, create a
conference championship game
– in effect, the SEC’s own bowl
game, from which it can take
every single penny of revenue
and put it in its own pocket.
The passion of t he Sout h
suddenly found itself the most
powerful and wealthy conference
in all the land. The early years of
the title game were dominated
by t he t radit ional powers of
the SEC, Alabama and Florida,
a f lashy, high-f lying offensive
juggernaut helmed by a brash
coach named Steve Spurrier.
But, as the years passed, teams
such as Ten nessee, Aubu r n,
Mississippi State, LSU, Georgia
and even Arkansas, one-half of
the equation to create the game,
all got in on the act and won
division titles.
South Carolina, however, was
not as fortunate. Despite being
one of t he reasons t he game

even existed in the first place, a
trip to first Birmingham, Ala.,
and later Atlanta to compete
for the league title proved to be
an unreachable star every fall,
as USC and its fans began to
wonder if it would ever reach the
league’s promised land.
Bu t , t h i n g s c h a n g e o v e r
time. After winning the 2002
Orange Bowl with UF, Spurrier
decided he wanted to attempt
to win at the next level, and
left Gainesville for Landover,
Md., and the National Football
League’s Washington Redskins,
never expecting to return to the
title game as a coach.
“I thought I’d coach in the
N F L f i ve or s i x y e a r s a nd
hang it up,” Spurrier said. “But
sometimes your plans as a coach
don’t always follow through the
way maybe you imagine.”
Spurrier learned in D.C. that
winning the NFC East was not
quite as easy as winning the SEC
East, and he left the NFL after
two seasons. After taking a yearlong sabbatical, he decided he
wanted to coach at the collegiate
level again, and he wanted a
challenge. He wanted to go to
a place where something had
never been done before and he
wanted to accomplish whatever
that was.
“I just told my wife, ‘Let’s
go to South Carolina and see
if we can do some things that
have never been done before,’”
Spurrier said.
He chose South Carolina. He
chose striving to win the SEC
title.
“I truly believe winning the
SEC is an achievable goal for the
University of South Carolina.
I rea l ly do,” he s a id at h i s
introductory press conference.
“Our ultimate goal is that we
can fi nish atop in the SEC, that
we can someday win the game in
the Georgia Dome.”
Si x seasons; f ive w i n n i ng
records; four bowl game
appearances; three wins over
Tennessee and Clemson; two
wins over Florida and Georgia;
two losses to Vanderbilt; one
loss to an u nranked UCon n
squad, which has played in the
FBS for 10 years; one win over
then-No. 1 Alabama, the eighthwinningest program in history;
and one dance w it h Marcus
Lattimore’s mother later, the
Gamecocks are fi nally going to
play in the Georgia Dome.
At long last, USC is one win
away from being able to call
itself the SEC champion.
“I t h i n k it mea ns a lot to
[Spurrier]. I think it means even
more to him in an aspect of this
whole football program. A nd
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South Carolina offensive lineman Rokevious Watkins encourages
teammates after earning a first down against the Georgia Bulldogs.

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina’s Marcus Lattimore and Alshon Jeffery celebrate a touchdown against then-No.1 Alabama.
I think it means a lot to our
players and a lot to our fans,”
kicker Spencer Lanning said.
“I think ever ybody is sort of
anxious to see how we prepare
and what we can do out there on
Saturday at 4 p.m.”
When Spurrier took the USC
job in 2004, many said he would
regret taking the job, as it would
be nearly impossible to win an
SEC title at a school that, at that
point, had only fi nished at .500
or better in SEC play four times
and had only one conference
championship in its history – the
1969 ACC regular season crown.
Spurrier himself said recently
those opinions were “probably a
fair assessment” of the situation,
but beyond the conventional
wisdom for him laid signs of
hope.
“That was really one of the
reasons I was excited about the
opportunity to coach here, is
that they had not achieved very
much at all, but the opportunity
to do it is here,” Spurrier said.
“We’ve got a big stadium. Seats
about 80-something thousand
and the fans buy all the tickets.
We usually have sell-outs. And
tremendous fan support. The
university support.
“It’s all here.”
And now, here the Gamecocks
are, finally on the surface of the
star it appeared they’d never
even come close to arriving to.
“We’re preparing hard for
t h is ga me,” l i nebacker Josh
Dickerson said. “We’re going
to put everything into it. We’re
defi nitely going to try to come
out with a win this week.”
A major reason why USC
is even here to begin with is
the success it has had against
t hose aforement ioned t itans
of t he SEC . I n one season,
the Gamecocks have defeated
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee
and Florida – the first time in
school history it has done so.
All were “big stage” games, as
Spurrier calls them, and since all
ended in victory, USC now fi nds
itself play ing on t he biggest
stage of big stages.
“We’ve already talked briefly
about playing on the big stage of
college football. And our guys
get a twinkle in their eye when
I say that,” Spurrier said. “Now
we’re going to the biggest stage
in the South, I think, for college
football, the SEC Championship
Game.”
USC is also here because it has
had Lattimore in the backfield
this season. The Duncan native,
whose mother Spurrier famously
danced with while recruiting the
Byrnes High star, has completely

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina’s sixth-year head coach Steve Spurrier looks to the
crowd in the fourth quarter of a 69-24 win over Troy at Williams-Brice.
transformed the USC offense.
“You look at him, he’s not
extremely big, fast or strong. But
then you watch him play against
this great competition, and you
just realize that he’s just a grown
man,” Lanning said. “He pretty
much controls his own destiny.
He’s probably going to be as
good as he wants to be.”
When Lattimore announced
his decision earlier this year
i n a chu rch sa nc t ua r y i n
S p a r t a n b u r g, “ S a nd s t o r m”
blasting through the vestibule,
it was Auburn, the other half of
his fi nal two, which was turned
down.
“It’s crazy. I think about it all
the time, how it was down to
Auburn and South Carolina,”
Lattimore said. “But I knew this
was the right place for me. No
doubt in my mind. I’m supposed
to be here right now.”
Here he is, and here are the
Gamecocks.
“We know what’s at hand and
that it’s never been done around
here,” Lattimore said. “History
h a s f a i led t h is yea r. We’ve
beaten the top teams in the East
and have chance to make history
again Saturday.”
Aubu r n, wh ich at 12- 0 is
one win away from punching
its ticket to the BCS National
Cha mpionsh ip ga me, wa nt s
its seventh SEC title simply as
a means to the end of getting
to Glendale, Ariz., on Jan. 10.

The Gamecocks, still without a
league crown, have nothing else
to play for than that milestone
first – one they want to reach,
but don’t want to dwell on.
“We all know the significance.
We all know it hasn’t happened
before, but that won’t help us
w in t he game talk ing about
t hat,” Spurrier said. “We’re
trying to talk about how we need
to play it to give ourselves the
best chance to be successful in
the game.
“Wishing it’s going to happen
is not going to help us beat these
guys. We have to play our game,
play our brand of ball, get our
best players involved and give
our team the best chance to be
successful and play the entire
night.”
It i s s u c h a mo nu me nt a l
achievement for the Gamecocks
to be in posit ion to win t he
SEC title; it’s almost hard to
articulate the significance.
But Alshon Jeffery, the star
w id e r e c e i v e r w ho now s o
famously predicted this rematch
on this stage some 68 days ago
outside the visiting locker room
at Auburn, managed to sum it all
up in some nine simple words:
“This game right here, is what
you live for.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
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Lattimore hopes second
time’s a charm against Tigers
Ed Neuhaus

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Gamecocks enter this weekend’s
SEC Championship Game following a
rushing performance against Clemson
that left a little to be desired. Against
the Tigers, Carolina managed only 95
rushing yards as a team.
U S C r u n n i n g b a c k s c o a c h Ja y
Graham emphasized the impact the
run game should have this weekend.
“We always want to get the run game
established, so it’s going to be important
to do that,” Graham said. “We’ve been
working really hard in practice to make
sure we’ve got everything covered so
we can hopefully get it established.”
Against Auburn earlier this season,
Carolina managed only 79 yards on the
ground. That performance underscores
how dominant the Tigers have been on
defense at stopping the run. Auburn
ran k s second in t he SEC in ter ms
of rushing yards allowed . The only
team that’s better than them in that
department is South Carolina.
Wide receivers coach Steve Spurrier
Jr. believes that even if the team can
succeed in the passing game, a good
run game will be important.
“Usually to w in games you have
to run the ball, and we k now that,”
Spurrier Jr. said. “We’ve got, hopefully,
some good plays ready to go. We know
if we’re going to win this game, we have
to run the ball and run it pretty well.”
Last week, Carolina was able to win
despite the lack of a rushing game.
That came against a Clemson team that
couldn’t muster up much of an offense

to combat whatever offense Carolina
might have established. USC’s ability
to put points on the board should be
more crit ical t his week against an
Auburn team t hat has an of fensive
superstar in quarterback Cam Newton.
USC coach Steve Spurrier recognized
the lack of success by Lattimore last
week and against Auburn earlier this
season and said that it’s a matter of
giving the freshman running back the
space to make some plays.
“ We h a v e t o g i v e [ L at t i m o r e]
running room this week,” Spurrier
s a id. “ I n t he f i r s t g a me [ag a i n s t
Auburn] we didn’t give him much, and
last week wasn’t much. It was some
tough sledding. Hopefully we can have
a better plan maybe and block better
for him to create running lanes because
we struggled last week.”
The Auburn and Clemson games
have been two of the few times this
season that Lattimore has actually been
contained by a defense. He credits the
Auburn defense for how it performed
against Lattimore back in September
and said this week’s game will be a
challenge just like the last one was.
“Their d-l i ne, t hey stopped ou r
favorite r u n play,” Lat t imore said.
“Their linebackers had a good plan
coming in. They have a great defense
in all. It’s going to be another tough
game, another tough way to fi nd how
to get yards running the ball. But we
have to.”
The G amecock s do have t he
fi repower from their passing game to
get some yards against the Tigers this
Sat urday. But how Carolina is able
to fare on the ground may have an
impact on the outcome of the game.
Graham noted that because of Auburn’s
defensive f ront, it w ill be a tough
challenge.
“They do a good job defensively,”
Graham said. “They’re second in the
conference in rushing defense, so they
do a really good job.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
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Auburn’s Craig Stevens forces a fumble by Georgia freshman quarterback Aaron Murray.

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC’s Marcus Lattimore catches a touchdown in a 31-28 loss to the Kentucky Wildcats.
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USC looks for better success
against Heisman hopeful
Ryan Velasquez
STAFF WRITER

Dave Martin / The Associated Press

Auburn junior quarterback and Heisman hopeful Cameron Newton warms up.

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC’s Cliff Matthews looks for the sack in a 69-24 win over Troy at Williams-Brice Stadium.

It’s certainly no secret that Auburn
quarterback Cam Newton has quickly
become one of the most electric players
in college football — a fact that South
Ca rol i na k nows as wel l as a nyone.
Unlike his other 11 opponents, however,
the Gamecocks find themselves with
something that could finally prove to be
his Achilles’ heel: a second chance.
Just over two months removed from
allowing Newton to run wild in a 35-27
defeat on the Plains, No. 18 Carolina enters
the biggest game in program history with
an opportunity to deal No. 2 Auburn with
its first loss of the season. To make that
possible, however, it will also have to be
the first team to slow down the Heisman
frontrunner.
“It’s going to be a big challenge,”
sophomore cornerback Stephon Gilmore
said. “Cam Newton’s a great player. We’ve
just got to go out and try to hit him every
play and try to execute our game plan.”
It was the fi rst meeting between these
two programs that essentially marked the
beginning to Newton’s Heisman campaign.
The junior rushed for 176 yards and three
touchdowns while passing for 158 yards
and two touchdowns en route to coming
back from a 20-7 deficit to deal Carolina its
first loss of the season.
“We didn’t really see that coming,”
senior defensive tackle Ladi Ajiboye said.
“I felt like we prepared to the best of our
ability and we didn’t see that coming. For
us to get an opportunity to play him again,
we’re going to try to change something.”
One of the biggest contributing factors
to Auburn’s success came from its ability
to convert on third down. Over the course
of the night, the Tigers were 7-12 on third
downs, many coming in the second half
to keep Carolina’s winded defense on the

field. During their current three game
winning streak, however, the Gamecocks
have allowed opponents to convert just
23 percent of their third downs and will
likely need a similar showing in Atlanta on
Saturday.
“[The last three wins] have made us a
stronger team and made us come together,”
senior defensive end Cliff Matthews said. “I
guess you can say that we’re peaking at the
right time. We’ve got to continue peaking,
get better each day and take advantage of
our opportunity.”
Also providing a spark for Carolina’s
resurgent defense has been junior spur
Antonio Allen. Since opening up the season
with a hamstring injury and competing for
a starting job with sophomore Damario
Jeffery, Allen has become an essential
part of the defensive unit. He enters the
weekend fourth on the team with 56 tackles
and fresh off a 37-yard pick-six against
Clemson. If the Gamecocks are to contain
Newton, continued success from Allen
should prove to be a crucial factor.
“Antonio is a confident guy,” senior
linebacker Josh Dickerson said . “He’s
definitely one of the people on defense
that gets us up when we’re down. Since he’s
been back from his hamstring injury, he’s
been a great contribution to the defense
and has helped us out a lot to win.”
Adding to the magnitude of Saturday’s
matchup is the chance for Carolina’s seniors
to accomplish a goal many have believed
to be possible in recent years. With the
opportunity front of them, clinching that
goal may finally be at hand.
“It’s been an experience,” Ajiboye said.
“I believed Coach Spurrier when he came
to my high school and told me he wanted
me to come help get a SEC title for the
University of South Carolina. Dreams can
come true, and we’re witnesses of that. I’m
just enjoying the moment.”
With many garnet and black supporters
expected to be in attendance, the defense is
confident that it can make Saturday a night
to remember.
“This is an important game for us, as far
as the Gamecock Nation,” Matthews said.
“A lot of fans have been waiting on this day
all their lives. The opportunity is there for
us to take advantage of it. We’ve just got to
come ready to play.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
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KEYS TO THE GAME
How South Carolina can beat undefeated Auburn
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

CONTROL THE THIRD QUARTER
“They came out really intense in the second half,
putting the pressure on us. We tried to move the
ball, tried to run the ball and get the clock going and
everything. But we couldn’t do it.”
— FB/TE Patrick DiMarco
Auburn leads the league in points scored (111) in the
fourth quarter and has owned the final 15 minutes of play
all season long. It was no different in the first meeting
against USC, as the Tigers trailed 27-21 to begin the
quarter and ripped off two unanswered touchdowns.
However, the seeds for USC’s late game collapse were
sown in the third quarter, as the Tigers held on to the
ball for 12 of 15 minutes and controlled the tempo,
leaving USC with a tired defense when the game was on
the line. The Gamecocks have to take command of the
third quarter to give the defense enough rest to hold up
down the stretch.
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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PREVENT MANAGEABLE
THIRD DOWNS
“Third downs, we say that’s the money down. That’s
very important for us as a defense.”
— DT Ladi Ajiboye
In the fi rst meeting, Auburn successfully converted
7-of-12 third down opportunities, good for a 58-percent
clip. When the Tigers had four yards or less to go for the
first down though, they were perfect, going a cool 6-of-6.
Throughout the night, it was those third-and-shorts that
broke the USC defense’s back. The Gamecocks can’t let
Cam Newton and crew get in them with great frequency,
because it’s almost a given they will convert and keep
the chains moving. Just as USC needs to control time of
possession in the third quarter, it has to hold on to the
ball as much as possible throughout the game, and the
defense’s ability to get off the field will play a large part
in that.
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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GET IN NICK FAIRLEY’S HEAD
“He created a lot of problems, just because of his size
and speed. We’ve got to stop him if we’re going to do
anything.”
— TB Marcus Lattimore

Dave Martin / The Associated Press

The numbers are pretty daunting when taking a glance
at Fairley’s season stat sheet: 51 tackles, 20 of which are
for a loss, 19 quarterback hits and 9.5 sacks. Fairley has
been, if not the best, then one of the best defenders in the
nation all season long, and he made his presence felt the
entire game against USC back in September, spending
the majority of the night behind the line of scrimmage
and in the Carolina backfield. A very aggressive and
instinctual player, Fairley has to be thrown for a loop
by the Gamecocks. Head-up blocking, double and triple
teams and cut blocks all should be in order. USC needs
to run away from him but also run at him. Trying to take
advantage of his propensity to fly up field with draws,
screens and a shovel pass or three won’t hurt either.

Dave Martin / The Associated Press

HOLD POSITIONS ON PLAY FAKES
“It was mainly us. We were just out of position. Since
then, we’ve become stronger as a team and corrected a
lot of those mistakes.”
— DE Cliff Matthews

Chelsea Director / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Play fakes and mesh points are two of the main things
that makes the Auburn offense, which a handful of
defenders said is the fastest USC has seen this season, so
lethal. The Gamecocks were completely befuddled by
play fakes in the first meeting with Auburn. Case in point,
Newton’s 54-yard touchdown run to give AU a 7-0 lead.
Newton took a snap in the shotgun and faked a zone run to
Michael Dyer, who carried out the bluff beautifully, sucking
in defensive end Cliff Matthews, who went unblocked and
was headed straight for the quarterback, and taking him out
of the play. Newton then sold his end of the fake, pulled the
USC linebackers and secondary out of position, made a guy
miss and took off. USC has to read through ball fakes and
not get caught over-pursuing this time around.
Dave Martin / The Associated Press

GET TO NEWTON
“Any opportunity we get, we have to get him down. If we
don’t, he’s going to try to make the best of it. So our best
thing is just to tackle him the best way we can and rally
tackle him as a team and try to get him down. We know if
we don’t, he’s going to put on a show.”
— DT Travian Robertson
USC leads the SEC in sacks and is third in the nation
with 39, a school record. Auburn has allowed the third-least
sacks in the league, 21. It will be strength versus strength in
the trenches, and something’s got to give. Newton’s running
ability is what most focus on, as he leads the SEC in rushing
yards, but the threat he poses in the passing game is equally
dangerous. Few teams have gotten in his face and rattled
him en route to what appears to be a Heisman Trophy
season. If the Gamecocks can find a way to do so, however,
the entire complexion of the game will likely change.
Dave Martin / The Associated Press
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other reason than to keep Cam Newton off the field.
However, Auburn’s secondary has been exposed when it
comes to giving up the big play. Enter USC wide receiver
Alshon Jeffery. He torched the Tigers for 192 yards and
two touchdowns in their first meeting, and Auburn had
seemingly no answer for him. Tori Gurley also made
a few key plays, including the go-ahead third-quarter
touchdown, and together, he and Gurley should prove
a formidable matchup for AU. Spurrier will need to get
everyone involved, outside of Lattimore, to have a shot.

CAN NICK FAIRLEY BE CONTAINED?
Associated Press
Mary Ann Chastain / The

t han Chizik is. Auburn
has offensive coordinator Gus Malzahn and defensive
coordinator Ted Roof calling all the plays. Outside of
that, don’t forget that it’s the players who decide the
game, not the coaches.

Dave Martin / The Associated Press

It came as no surprise — except
to maybe the Gamecocks themselves — when Newton
ran wild over Carolina on Sept. 25 to the tune of 176
yards and three touchdowns. But if you ask Carolina,
USC truly wasn’t expecting that k ind of rushing
performance. While Newton had been good in his
first three weeks with the Tigers, his talents on the
ground hadn’t yet been fully discovered. That was, until,
he faced the Gamecocks. And now in the rematch of
the two clubs, expect USC to not drop back as many
members of the secondary and play much closer to the
line of scrimmage instead. The question then becomes
whether Newton will burn USC through the air, which
he has done to several teams. Newton will certainly get
his yards — as all Heisman candidates usually do — but
don’t be surprised if he’s contained much better this time
around by the Gamecocks.

WILL IT BE ALL-LATTIMORE OR WILL
SPURRIER SPREAD THE WEALTH?
Lattimore
has been USC’s
do-ever y t hing
running back this
season. But when
the Tigers and the
G a mecock s met
back in September,
the freshman
gained less than 40
yards on 14 carries.
It’s important that
t he G amecock s
establish some
form of a ground
game against t he
T i g e r s i f f o r no

OUR PREDICTION AND WHY:
Dave Martin / The Associated Press

T h e
Auburn defensive tackle hasn’t been contained by anyone
this season. So the simple answer is no. He’s been the
heart and soul of the Tigers’ defensive line and has been
the backbone of an often shaky defense. South Carolina
offensive lineman Shawn Elliott called him the best
defensive tackle in the Southeastern Conference that
wasn’t in a Gamecock uniform. South Carolina will
need to double-team him constantly while quarterback
Stephen Garcia will need to do his part by getting the
ball out of his hands quickly to avoid the big hit. Fairley
won’t necessarily be contained, but the Gamecocks can
do their best to quiet him down to a degree.

WILL SPURRIER’S EXPERIENCE IN THE
TITLE GAME BE A FACTOR?

DAI LY GAM ECOCK
Richard Pearce / THE

Steve Spurrier won five Southeastern Conference
titles when he was at Florida. He coached in the coveted
SEC Championship Game seven times in all. Auburn
head coach Gene Chizik, meanwhile, is making his first
appearance in the SEC title game as a head coach. But
will that make much of a difference? Chizik was with
the Tigers as their defensive coordinator when the 12-0
Tigers faced Tennessee in the 2004 SEC Championship
Game. So, he’s been there before. If anything, Chizik
faces less of a task in Atlanta than Spurrier does.
Why? Spurrier is much more hands-on in his offense

It’s been a magical season for South Carolina. The
Gamecocks have gotten timely plays when they needed
them and jaw-dropping performances from some star
athletes. Those athletes — namely Marcus Lattimore
and Alshon Jeffery — carried USC to its first SEC title
game as a result. The Tigers, meanwhile, have had
quite the magical season of their own. That magical
season has culminated in a 12-0 record and a win away
from the national championship game in Glendale,
Ariz. Neither squad has any players that have been in
the title game before, so nerves will likely play a factor
early on. The question then becomes who can capitalize
early and do enough to hang on. The Tigers have had a
knack for coming back in big games. Saturday will be no
different. Don’t
be shocked if the
Gamecocks have
a two-possession
lead before the
all-world Cam
New ton does
just enough once
again to put the
Tiger s out on
t o p. But b y a
no s e . A u b u r n
30, South
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Carolina 28.

Comments on this story?
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Kratch’s SEC and BCS Bowl Projections
BCS National Championship
Game: AUBURN VS. TCU

You heard it here first — Oregon State will
shock the world and upset the Ducks, sending
the Horned Frogs to the title game.

Sugar Bowl:
ARKANSAS VS. OHIO STATE

Music City Bowl:
TENNESSEE VS. NORTH CAROLINA

Cotton Bowl:
LSU VS. TEXAS A&M

Les Miles takes his rodeo to JerryWorld.

Outback Bowl:
ALABAMA VS. MICHIGAN

Saban versus Rich Rod. Who you got?

The Razorback Nation will exhale as AU wins
the SEC, sending the Hogs to New Orleans.

Chick-fil-A Bowl:
MISSISSIPPI STATE VS. FLORIDA STATE

UT has to face the Tar Heels after all.

Liberty Bowl:
GEORGIA VS. CENTRAL FLORIDA

The Dawgs get the Conference USA champs
in Graceland.

BBVA Compass Bowl:
KENTUCKY VS. SOUTH FLORIDA

The Seminoles take on Florida’s former
offensive coordinator, MSU coach Dan Mullen. It’s UK’s turn to head to the crumbling Legion
Field.

Capital One Bowl:
SOUTH CAROLINA VS. MICHIGAN
STATE

Not wanting LSU for a second straight season, Gator Bowl:
it comes down to Alabama and USC, and FLORIDA VS. PENN STATE
Carolina’s head-to-head win over the Tide is Quite the titanic matchup of 7-5 squads.
the decider.
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Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
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Staffer of the
week

Wofford at Jacksonville State
Rutgers at West Virginia
SMU at Central Florida
Southern Cal at UCLA
UConn at South Florida
Nebraska vs. Oklahoma
Florida State vs. Virginia Tech
Oregon at Oregon State
Army vs. Navy
USC vs. Auburn

Wofford
West Virginia
SMU
Southern Cal
South Florida
Nebraska
Virginia Tech
Oregon
Navy
Auburn

Jacksonville State
West Virginia
Central Florida
UCLA
UConn
Nebraska
Virginia Tech
Oregon State
Navy
Auburn

Jacksonville State
West Virginia
Central Florida
Southern Cal
UConn
Oklahoma
Virginia Tech
Oregon
Navy
USC

Jacksonville State
West Virginia
Central Florida
UCLA
UConn
Oklahoma
Virginia Tech
Oregon
Navy
USC

Jacksonville State
Rutgers
Central Florida
UCLA
UConn
Nebraska
Florida State
Oregon State
Army
Auburn

Last Week’s Standings:
Overall:

Last Week: 9-1
Season: 88-32

Last Week: 6-4
Season: 81-39

Last Week: 8-2
Season: 75-45

Last Week: 6-4
Season: 85-35

Last Week: 6-4
Season: 69-51

